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Nominations needed
for faculty recognition
BY RRCHEL

PEREZ

News Writer

Now is the time for students
who would like to recognize outstanding faculty at Boise State.
Nominations for the 19'1.Annual
ASBSU 2004 Faculty Recognition
Dinner are due on Dec. 10 by 5
p.m, ASBSUis accepting nominations for faculty members who
have shown excellent merit in
teaching.
In 2002, a record number of fifty
three faculty members were nominated by students.
Katie Io Rupert, AS.BSUevents
. coordinator, is in charge of the
recognition dinner. "We are currently low on applications," said
RUy~rt; "w!?would really like. to
get a lot more students involved
with nominating the teachers."
Students can pick tip an applicaton at the ASBSUfront desk, or
,'online at wWw.asbsu.org.
. "Teachers. who' are nominated
': wilL be. JU9,ged on their lnterac. tlo~" With students, exceptional
~.~.
teachIng methods, and contribu; tion to tb.euniversity a~d corn-

munity. "Students should nominate teachers they really admire,
or who brought to life the subject
for them," said Rupert.
Usually, only one teacher can
win -per academic college and
an outstanding adjunct faculty
member may be awarded. Last
year two teachers were awarded
for Social Sciences & Public Affairs
and three for the adjunct faculty
award totaling nine faculty members who were honored.
Pat Taylor, an advisor and professor in the Health Sciences
Department, placed as a winner from the 2002-2003 Faculty
Recognition. Taylor advises already registered nurses returning
to college. She remembers it was a
returning nurse who nominated
her.
"It's really hard because they're
working full-time as a "registered
nurse," said Taylor. "I helped her
in that transition of coming back
to school and being successful
in completing her bachelor's degree."
,
Don Warner of the Department.
Saa Flcult.\llpege
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Jewi h ongregation
et to celebrate
Hanukkah
BY DRNIElLE

UERHULP

News Writer

building a new one elsewhere, they decided to relocate it to a new home
where they could expand its ca-

In October 2003, the staff at the Ahaveth
pacity,
Beth Israel Jewish Synagogue were faced
The actual move did not ocwith a unique challenge: to transport the
cur until the fall of 2003, with
109-year-old synagogue from its home in services resumingatthe synadowntown Boise to a new one on Latah
gogueinMarch2004.lnaddiStreet, next to the Morris Hill Cemetery.
tion to the newly placed synThe Ahaveth Beth Israel Synagogue has
agogue, the new site boasts
been a.part of Boj~esincel!l.~~,I!;J'i.a.s builc ,an ,additional wing housing
and founded by a small group ofJewsln:"fiveCiassrooms;'aokittheli,C'=7
eluding Moses Alexander; Idahols governor
administrative offices, and a
from 1915 to 1919 and the first JeWish gov- social hall.
ernor in the United States. Thesy~agogue is
Becky Groves, the supervisor
recognized as the oldest syriagogiicwestof ' for the building relocation, was
the Mississippi to remain in const~htuse.
pleased with the success of.the
In J997, the staff re~edthecop.gtegation
move, "We wanted to continue
was outgroWing the synagogue. Distraught . to appreciate the space fOJ:.whatit
•••atthethough~ofle~vil1gt~e

~agogueand

.

SCientists confident
liquid water once
fiowed on Mars

i'

WASHINGTON - After studying
thousands of images from Mars, scientists are now convinced that liquid
water once flowed on the surface of the
red planet, increasing the odds that life
may have existed there in the distant
past.
As a result, space travelers should act
as if there once were and perhaps still
are living creatures on Mars that must
be protected from destruction or contamination, according to Jeffery Kargel,
a senior planetary scientist at the U.S.
Geological Survey in Flagstaff, Ariz.
In an article in this week's edition of
the journal Science, Kargel also pointed out the risk that earthlings could
be infected by alien microbes brought
home from Mars.
"Planetary protection considerations
require the assumption that Martian
life exists until we learn otherwise,"
Kargel wrote. "Before proceeding with
sample returns or human missions to
Mars, all possible care must be taken
to avoid cross-contamination between
the Earth and Mars."
Proof that there used to be liquid water on our neighboring planet comes
from pictures and chemical readings
by a NASArobotic rover inside a crater
near the Martian equator. Scientists
said the new evidence removed any
doubts and qualifications that.marked
previous claims of finding water.
"We're certain," said Steve Squyres,
an astronomer at Cornell University in
Ithaca, N.Y., and lead investigator for
the twin rovers that have been exploring Mars since January.

Chlamydia widespread
among Japanese teens,
survey finds
TOKYO- More than one in 10 high
school students in Japan are infected
with chlamydia, but most of those infected show no symptoms or are unaware they have the sexually transmitted disease, according to a survey conducted by Asahikawa Medical College
researchers.

The findings of the investigation, the
first of its kind in the nation, eclipsed
the' generally estimated infection rate
of about 1 percent to 2 percent, and
suggest that Japan has among the worst
rates of infection in the world.
Left untreated, chlamydia can damage the female reproductive organs and
cause serious complications including
infertility, 90 swift steps arc required to
stem the spread of the disease.
Previous surveys on chlamydia infections tended to be based on people
who had sought treatment for STDs at
medical facilities, with infection rates
assumed to be highest among people
in their 20s at 1 percent to 2 percent.
But the Asahikawa Medical College
survey was the first to reveal the true
extent of the disease's prevalence
among high school students, many of
whom are unaware they are infected
with chlamydia.
The disease is known as a silent disease because thoseinfected often show
no symptoms. .

Court says colleges can
bar military recruiters
In a case that pitted academic freedom against the government's power
of the purse, a divided federal appeals
court in Philadelphia invalidated the
lO-year-old Solomon Amendment that
requires universities to give campus
access to 'military recruiters or forfeit
federal funding.
The 2-1 decision by the U;S. Court of
Appeals for the Third Circuit in a suit
by New Jersey law professors and students was the first to hold that the law
violated universities' free-speech rights
under the First Amendment.
"This is definitely groundbreaklrig," said E. Joshua Rosenkranz, a New
York lawyer who argued the case on
June 30 for the Forum for Academic
and Institutional Rights, the Society of
American Law Teachers Inc., and seven
others. "This is a victory for liberty and
equality, a victory for conscience over
compulsion."
"Unless this gets reversed by the
Third Circuit or by the United States
Supreme Court on review, I'd say this is
the end of the Solomon Amendment,"

said David Rudovsky, a Philadelphia
civil-rights lawyer and University of
Pennsylvania law professor. Last year,
he filed a suit challenging the Solomon
Amendment on behalf of Penn law professors and students:
Justice
Department
'spokesman
Charles Miller said lawyers were reviewing the Third Circuit opinion but
had not decided whether to appeal.
Many legal experts, however, say they
believe an appeal is certain.

Groups plan to contest
Ohio election results
WASHINGTON- Ohio counties certified election results showing that
President Bush won the pivotal battleground state Nov. 2 and with it a second term. But the certification didn't
yet seal the results, and disgruntled
groups alleging vote fraud planned to
contest the statewide result and demand a recount.
One coalition of disgruntled voters
and interest groups plans to seek a recount. Another plans to file a lawsuit
with the state Supreme Court contesting Bush's victory.
Despite these challenges and rampant charges on' the Internet that
Republicans stole the election for Bush
in Ohio there's no proof of fraud, and
there's no reason yet to think the election will be overturned.

Events center, The cost is $5 for gena stopped vehicle.
eral admission and $3 for students.
To some motorists, .though, these
black boxes are technological tattle. tales and sneaky ones at that. Some
drivers' rights and civil liberty groups
say the black boxes infringe' on a car
owner's privacy.
.
.
Although no one knows exactly how
many vehicles are'equipped with black
boxes which are more formally called
event data. recorders the National
A man has been stealing surveillance
Highway Traffic Safety Administration
cameras, despite the fact that they were
estimates they are in about 30 million
functioning at the time.
of the 200 million cars and trucks on
He climbed up and took one that was
the road.
installed on the outside of a California
The black box is typically part of the
vehicle's air bag system. The technol- . vending-machine supply warehouse.
The camera took a close-up picture of
ogy in the device decides whether to
his face, which was about a foot from
deploy the alrbag.
the lens when he swiped it.
The transportation board wants to
Police Sgt. Richard Shipman said,
standardize black boxes so crash lnves"When
these guys help us do our job,
tigators can access the information easI'm very happy."
ily.The data recorders could help safety
officials study crashes and find ways to
reduce the damage, officials said.

what. t.he?

Police calling, your
pictures are ready

" localZbsu

'Black boxes' quietly
record accident data,
cause privacy concerns

No wonder it's always so
wann in Ilrumqui

'.

Firemen extinguished a blaze at a
coal mine in Urumqi, China, a remark. able feat, considering that the fire started in 1874.The fire burned up about 1.8
million tons of coal every year.

'lest Anxiety Workshop
Does the thought of taking tests
scare you? Do you feel confident about
the material, take the test and not do as
well as you thought? You are not alone.
Many students experience these same
anxieties.
The test anxiety workshop will be
held from 6 p.m, to 8 p.m, on Dec. 7.
in the Education Building, room 642.
For more information contact Health,
Wellness, & Counseling at 426-1601.

ST. LOUIS - A spy might be lurking
under your car hood, watching and
recording your every move behind the
wheel. You might not know it's there,
but police and prosecutors do. And
they're using it more and more.
These cassette-sized gizmos, called
black boxes even though they're usually silver, catalog all kinds of driving
information, such as speed and brake
use.
The St. Louis County, Mo., prosecuting attorney's office recently used a
black box for the first time in convicting a man on a manslaughter charge after he drove 85 mph before rear-ending

And I say you're staying
After getting good and drunk at a
friend's house in Bloomington, Ind., a
man said he was going to drive home
to Indianapolis. His host tried to stop
him because of his condition, but to no
avail, so he got a gun and shot out two
of his tires.

Coffee House Concert
Series

This fire's so nice ... hey,
hold on

Brenda Weiler, one of the brightest lights shining on today's folk-rock
scene, will be playing on the SUBBrava
Stage on Thursday, Dec. 9 from 5 p.m.
to 7 p.m, This event is free to all.

After a night of drinking, a man returned to his home In Norway's Lofoten
Islands above the Arctic Circle, and decided to fire up the embers in his wood
stove to warm his weary bones, He
grabbed what he thought was a stack
of kindling paper next to the stove, and
threw It in.
He realized too late that It was actually a stack of money, $2,400, that had
fallen on the floor, the proceeds from
the sale of one of his artworks.

All Campus Concert
Band
The band will start playing at 7:30
p.m. on Dec. 9 In the BSU Special

All events are on a first-come-first-serve

basis
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8111inFreBn Warning

5:31J.S:30 pm....The Rec'
Weather Workout Pilatos 1&2

TO:';~'2~JTI'8Table
Night Owl Bre~~est'

It am-2 pnt ...SUB Jorden Ballroom
Monsoon Massege with
Free Ughtning Lunch

4-9 pm....Tho Rec
WeatherWatchersl

BUN DIC d

Rllck
. .

MONDECU

Free Babysitting

7-9 pm ....SUB Johnson Dining Rooni
Monsoon Massage

Paroal C",nium CloudinoSl

12:15- 1pnt ...The Rec
.
Weather Workout Pilates 1&2

It sm-2 pm.:..SUB Jordan Bellroom
Monsoon Massege with
Free Ughtning Lunch

4-9 pnt ...The Rec
Weather W?tchersl Free Babysitting

9-10 pm ....SUB Dining Area
Silent Gift Raffle with a
downpour of Cram Snacks

4:ilpm;..:rhli-

7-9 pm....SUB Johnson Dining Room
Monsoon Massage

TBUDECI6

5:30-6:30 ". ....The Rec
In a Twister? Relax with Yoga

9-fOpm ..:.SUB Dining Aree
Silent Gift Raffle with a
downpour 01Cram Snacks

It am·2 pm....SUB Johnson Dining Room
Monsoon Massage

7-9 pm ....SUB Johnson Dining Room
Monsoon Massage

WED DEC 15

12:15-1:15pm ....The Roc
Pilatos!Yoga

Rec,': ..
Wee~e~~~fh?f8lfree

Babysitting

1I-10pm....SUB Dining Area
Silent Gift Raffle with a
downpour of Cram Snacks

SlTBss·fr,)e Sunshine

8111inFreBZBWBrning
It Bm·2 pm ....SUB Jordan Ballroom
Monsoon Massage with
Free Ughtning Lunch
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:Jewish

lfrompegeI!

: was intended for, a place of worship."
:.' The
Ahaveth
Beth Israel
: Synagogue is currently gearing up
, for its holiday programs, including those related to the Jewish
, holiday Hanukkah. The story behind this popular holiday is one of
, conquest and dedication
to a faith.
It begins in 164 B. c,
at a time when the land
of Palestine was ruled
: by the Syrians. The ar, rival of Alexander the
Great brought encouragement to the indigenous peoples of the land
to keep their individual
cultures.
Soon after, however,
: Antiochus, the Greek
King of Syria, forbade
engagement of all Jewish
customs and rituals and
t

instead required the Jews to assimilate into Greek culture.
The Jews were then required
to learn the Greek alphabet and
worship Greek gods. Many Jews
rebelled by taking up residence in
the mountains around Jerusalem.
These individuals, with direction from Jewish High Priest
Mattathias and his son Judah

Maccabee, defeated the Greek
army after a three-year rebellion.
After their victory. Maccabee
and his followers returned to the
Jewish holy tempie to find the
building in ruins. One item they
were able to salvage was a golden
menorah. The group, wishing to
light the candles ofthe menorah,
searched for oil. They discovered

n a ur.s

6 200'1

that they had only enough oil to
keep the candles lit for one day.
Miraculously,
this
small
amount of oil allowed the candles
to burn for full eight days, which
afforded a group of Jews time to
retrieve more oil.
It is this story of tradition that
reminds Groves and the members
of the synagogue's congregation
why they remain true to
their faith. In fact, Groves
sees these traditions as
essential to their religious teachings of today.
"We are continuing a
line of tradition. while
observing our connections to our Jewish past,"
said Groves. The move
of the synagogue aided
in this effort, and she is
very grateful the relocation went so smoothly.
"Otherwise," she says,
"tradition would have
been lost."

a

Facui t,y

Outdoor

SELLS

Columnist

Most Idahoan's, nearly.75 percent of our total population, purchase a hunting or fishing license.
This time of year, most hunters
are in pursuit of big game, deer
and elk but some prefer the challenge of upland game,
Upland Game birds include
pheasants (all varieties), Forest
Grouse (Blue, Ruffed and Spruce),
quail (California and Bobwhite),
grouse (Sage and Sharp-Tailed)
chukar and grey partridge, The
seasons -vary according to, area
and bird species.
Area three, designated by the
Idaho Department of Fish and
Game, consists of 17 counties
including Ada, Boise, Canyon,
: Owyhee and others, This area's
season runs from Oct. 16 through
Dec. 31. A valid hunting license
, is all that is required unless
you intend to hunt on a Wildlife
Management Area, which rcquires a WMA permit.
Pheasant arc a particular favor, ite among hunters for a variety of
reasons. One draw is the accessihility of these birds. Pheasants
range from the Panhandle all
the way south to the border.
Pheasants prefer cultivated fields,
something thai Idaho has in
abundance.
Most hunters can reach their
destination spots in less than an
hour, something that is rarely said
about a favored deer stand.
Pheasants require dense ground
cover. Cultivated fields offer hiding places, abundant food supply
and water. Cornfields are favored

by this species but beet and wheat
fields will do just as well.
Hunting pheasant
requires
skill, as speed and accuracy are
necessary. While these are large
birds, about-the size of a chicken,
they don't make for an easy target.
They are fast and graceful on the
wing. It can seem to a novice that
the minute they leave the ground
they are out of range.
Pheasant hunting is often done
with a dog. Fide's job is to search
through that thick growth and
"scare up" a bird or two. Without
the aid of dog a lone hunter could
spend hours searching a field
without sighting their prey.
Another option open to hunters
without a dog is group hunting.
To properly employ this method a
small group of two or three hunters spread out across the length of
a field making sure to stay in line
with one another. The slow man
sets the pace. All of the hunters
proceed to work the field in unison from one end to another. This
method is almost as successful at
flushing birds as a dog and can be
alotoffun.
Another reason 'pheasant hunting is so popular is that they can
be delicious prepared almost any
way. Pheasant is excellent prepared like fried or baked chicken.
The meat is all dark and slightly
stringy but it lacks any serious
gamey flavor. It is an excellent
substitute for store bought poultry.
Almost anyone who has lived in
Idaho for any length of time has
seen quail. These tiny birds also
prefer cultivated fields but will
inhabit any area where plenti-

VIF{f)

ful food, water and shelter can be
found.
Idaho is home to four species
of quail: Bobwhite, California,
Mountain
and
Gambel's.
Bobwhite,
California
and
Gambel's quail are all introduced
species. There is no season on
Mountain or Gambel's quail.
The Bobwhite and California
quail are the only species that can
be hunted. The California quail is
the most prolific. It ranges from
Twin Falls west to the Oregon border and north to Palouse Prairie.
Look for these birds in thick brush
ncar rivers, streams or canals below 4,000 feet in elevation. The
Bobwhite quail was introduced in
the late 1800'sand is found mostly
here in the Treasure Valley.
Because these two types of
birds prefer cultivated fields the
opportunity for disaster is always
present. Shotgun pellets often
damage property and occasionally people arc injured. Trespassing
is commonplace. These offenses
make it difficult for farmers to allow access to their lands leaving
hunters with fewer options.
According to Clay Cummins,
assistant chief of enforcement officer with the Idaho Department
of Fish and Game,upland game
presents unique opportunities for
danger and he suggests the following safety guidelines.
When gro\W hunting with
• friends make sure you are
aware of their experience level
and abilities. When "pushing"
a field make sure you watch out
for your companions' safety and
be sure they are watching out for

CG~TUrl
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of Arts and Sciences also won at
last year's dinner. Warner teaches organic chemistry and says
that most of his students believe
the class to be one of the hardest at BSU."My understanding is
that I invest a lot of energy into
helping the students succeed,"
said Warner. .
According to Rupert, every
nominee receives a certificate
and the winner receives a plaque

saying they were faculty of the
year for the college they teach
in. '
Rupert, two students, one senate member, and theASBSU chief
of staff will decide the winners.
The two student judges have not
yet been selected and anyone interested in applying for the positionsmay.
The
Faculty
Recognition
Dinner is scheduled to be held
on Jan. 27,2005.

Spring 2005
GRE&GMAT
,Prep Classes

ti
BY MICHELLE

:

2

Jan 18 - Mar 15
Tues, 6:00pm - 10:00pm

3

The Divisionof Extended Studies

you.
Alwayswearhunterorange,
• especially on a Wildlife
Management Area (WMA).
Do not borrow shotguns to
• upland game hunt. If you
are forced to usc a borrowed gun
make sure you test it arid know its
abilities and limitations.

For More Information Contact:
(208) 426-3492

The most common
Violations according
to Cummins are:

BOI~E.STATE

Over limit, or taking more
• birds than are allowed. This
applies especially to WMA'swhere
there is a two-bird limit.

l

s
T y
GRADUATE COLLEGE

u

2 .Hunting out of season.

3.

Hunting without a license.

tI

Failure to leave evidence of
-. • gender.
WMA's carry special rules.
• Be sure to refer to your
IDFG manual before hunting
these areas.

5

Upland game hunting is an inexpensive and enjoyable way to
spend time with friends in the
outdoors. Please remember to respect the rights of property owners, ask first to hunt or fish on
private property, and always hunt
responsibly and ethically. Always
refer to' your IDFG hunting manual before hunting Idaho's farmlands.
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EffectiveFebruary Ol, 2005, the graduate
application fee for admission to the summer
2005 term and later semesters will be $55
payable at the time of application. This is a
one-time non-refundable charge for new
applicants - previously admitted graduate
students seeking readmission do not pay an
application fee. For further information on
graduate study at Boise State, please call
Graduate Admission and Degree Services at
208-426-3903 or visitthe Graduate College
web site http://www.boisestate.edu/gradcoll/.

(UMFUTeJ)';;

Custom built computers for less than off the
shelf prices. More power, more speed,
& local service. Try us and see!

Get Involvedl Applications are now available for the following positions:
1.
ASBSUElection Chair
.
2.
ASBSUFee Proposal Committee
3.
BSUStudent Radio Advisory Committee
4.
BSUChildren's Center Advisory Committee
5.
BSUNon-discrimination & Affirmative Action Committee
6.
BSUParking & Transportation Advisory Committee
7.
BSUParking Citations Appeal Committee
8.
BSUCampus IDAdvisory Committee
9.
ASBSUFinancial Manager
10.
ASBSUFinancial Advisory Board
11.
ASBSUElection Board
12.
ASBSUBuilding & Structures Committee

208-830-1399
WWW.VIPERTEK.NET

For more Information,

Rush Service Available

ATMs
.... _ .. r-

.n ......

SUB
AND ALL OUR

fEDERAL CREDIT UNION

OFFICES

please contact Personnel

Recruitment

Coordinator

Joyce Ward at 426-1147._
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(Letters fo. the Editor]

L'~~~rEQo(~r
bu~fs toyours,elf"
Dear Editor:

.

Several weeks ago, 1witnessed someone open her car door and
then dump the ashtray out on the street. Before 1 go further, let
me state that 1 believe everyone who chooses to smoke has the
right to do so. Also, 1 recognize that not all who smoke dispose
of their cigarette butts on the ground, especially in the manner
described above. However, I challenge anyone to walk more than
40 feet on campus or downtown and not find a discarded cigarette butt. I find it hard to believe that those smokers who throw
their cigarette butts on the ground are also inclined to leave a
trail of candy wrappers and beverage containers behind them as
they leave the SUB. So 1 ask: How do these smokers differentiate
between littering and leaving cigarette butts on the grounds of
a public space? I am sure that they are not less civically and socially conscious individuals than the rest of the population. Is it
the fact that cigarette butts are small and biodegradable? Yet, if I
left my biodegradable banana peel on the ground, perhaps even
cutting it up in small pieces and distributing it as I walked along,
I am almost positive that these smokers would view this as an act
of littering, as would most people.
I recognize that in light ofthe serious circumstances in which
we find the world today that this may not rank very high in significance. However, I wonder what impact would occur if we all
became more aware of how our individual actions and choices,
big and small, affect others and our environment?

.:
I

V
I

Angalaah Clark
Secondary education, history major

Walk of shame
Dear Editor:
I will be graduating from Boise State University at the end of
the Pall 2004 semester with a bachelor's in visual arts and a philosophy minor. 1cannot however, in good conscience, attend the
commencement ceremony being held at the recently renamed
Taco Bell Arena. The inhumane treatment of farm workers that
is being vicariously supported by that renaming stands in direct
opposition to the values I had grown to believe BSU stands for.
Had this renaming occurred earlier in my college career 1would
have transferred to a less offensive institution. Unfortunately 1
will now graduate from Boise
State, with my name forever attached io its shameful behavior
in these past weeks. 1ask that the ASBSU, faculty and staff please
make whatever motions arc necessary to buy back the naming
rights to the Arena. The students and faculty of this university
deserve better.
To my family and friends who have looked forward to my commencement I apologize. 1 am as always grateful for your support,
and hope that if you agree with me on this issue that you will
express as much, loudly and strongly.
James Ulman

BSU should hold
Woodall accountable
The Arbiter Edltorlel Doard

Drop in value of dollar
BY DRNIEL SNEIDER
Kntght Ridder Newspepers
When President Bush met the
leaders of 20 Asian and Pacific nations last week, he wanted to talk
about North Korea and Iran. But
those nations had another security crisis on their minds - the fall
of the dollar.
The dollar is now down to nineyear lows and there are jitters about
a financial crisis. If foreign lenders
lose confidence, they could trigger a free fall collapse of the dollar.
As the cost of imports rise, inflation could jump. And interest rates
" for banks and homebuyers would
soar as investors demand a higher
return for their greater risk.
That nightmarish
scenario is
probably overdrawn. But the dollar's drop reflects the belief that
the American economy is not
healthy.
The signs of illness are two huge
and growing imbalances - the federal budget deficit and the current account deficit, the shortfall
between what America takes in
from the world through trade and
investment and what it spends. In
1990 the global balance stood at
zero. Now the U.S. is $665 billion
in the hole.
President Bush made soothing
noises at the Asian Pacific eco-

nomic summit about the commitment to a "strong dollar." But Investors correctly read the signals
that the actual policy is to let markets drive the value of the dollar
down in an orderly way.
The administration
sees dollar
devaluation as a way to correct
a global imbalance. It will make
American exports cheaper and
more competitive and imports
more expensive for American consumers. They are confident the
U.S. remains an attractive place
for the world to park its money.
Those currencies
that trade
freely - the Euro, Canadian dollar, British pound and lately the
Japanese yen - have gone up rapidly in value against the dollar in
the last few weeks.
. The one major trading partner
that has escaped so far is China,
whose currency is fixed to the
value of the dollar. The Chinese
want to keep their exports cheap
but American pressure may force a
small revaluation of its currency.
Our trading partners are unhappy about the dollar's slide. But this
is needed correction.
The danger is the fall will encourage countries to reduce their
dollar holdings, shifting to Euros,
gold or Japanese stocks whose value has been rising.
The problem for the United
States is that those dollars are now

financing our huge budget deficit, which will hit $450 billion this
year. The administration has been
unwilling to ask Americans to pay
for the war on terror and the war
in Iraq.
The twin deficits are driven in
part by the growing difference between whatAmericans
spend and
what they earn. American savings
- both household, corporate and,
of course, government
savings
- have deteriorated greatly in the
last five years.
Instead
we borrow
money
abroad. The dollar holdings of
China, Japan, India and other
Asian countries have leapt up from
about $1.1 trillion in 2001 to about
$1.8 trillion in 2003. And much
of that is invested in American
Treasury bonds and stocks.
The Chinese, emboldened by
the reality that we depend on their
dollars, now happily lecture us on
our profligate ways.
"The savings rate in China is
more than 40 percent," the deputy
head of the Chinese central bank
recently told the Financial Times.
"In the US.it is less than 2 percent.
So the problem is that they spend
too much and save too little."
It is true that Americans consume more than they produce. But
we can keep doing it, up to a point,
because the folks we import from
- mostly but not entirely in Asia

Visiting Assistant Professor Thomas J. Woodall is a plagiarist.
By his own admission, Woodall took words that were not his own,
signed his name to them, and submitted them for publication in
The Arbiter.
For any student who hasbeen through the rungs of compulsory
education and then through those of higher education, plagiarism
is the deadly sin; the deadly sin that will see a student, in no uncertain terms, failed and their name tarnished.
Apparently though, if you are a visiting assistant professor at
Boise State University, plagiarism is nothing more than an act of
deception "that's not condoned."
.
Provost
and
VicePresident
for Academic
Affairs Sona Andrews said
in an interview with The
~~"'r'~
Arbiter that, while wrong, !~~';;;l$~"~"'~W:':,~'i'",,,,<f"".j/'¥1!"~l\.'-f:-j:Ul;,,v,,,,,..,,~!,~j;':~t"r~E,,>r~"f,0(*:;;.,,,,~'J>,'--'h·";1"~S"-" ~'S'",.H"~>
••
what Woodall did was outside the scope of his responsibilities as a faculty
%~ ••
",-"0"'~
&,,,",~ '.","
~~
.:'"
.c.
~.
member and therefore not ,'{~ ?~ ",( ~~.
punishable.
Well,
Vice-President
Internet, it's free and clear."
DEAR ED!TOR:
Andrews, there's a verse
If one follows Woodall's logic
in the Bible that speaks to
to its inevitable conclusion, an
I am writing in response to the
this situation, "Those who
English professor would have
"article, "Visiting Professor Accused
can be trusted with a little,
nothing to complain about if a
of Plagiarism," which appeared in
student turned in an essay of
of
can be trusted with a lot.
the Nov. 29 edition of The Arbiter.
Those who are dishonest
Shakespeare that he/she found at
As I understand it, the professor
over little things are also
one of the many Internet sites that
in question, Mr. Thomas Woodall,
dishonest over big things."
offer pre-written papers. The stuwrote a letter to the editor that was
__________
(Luke 16:10)
dent could say, in all sincerity, "Mr.
published in The Arbiter In October
If Woodall sees nothing !
Woodall copied something off the
Subsequently, it was discovered
wrong with blatantly and publicly plagiarizing a letter to the ediInternet and submitted it as his
that Woodall did not write this lettor, what makes BSU think Woodall acts any differently in his reown, so I can, too."
ter. Rather, the letter was written
Such behavior is clearly unacsponsibilities to this institution?
by a political science professor at
. While it is important that the university not punish professors
ceptable.
And equally unacceptCentral Washington
University.
for their thoughts, advocacies, and politics as private citizens, it is
able Is Mr. Woodall's lack of regret
Apparently, Woodall found the
equally important that the university not accept academic dishonfor the incident and lack of actext on the Internet, made some
knowledgement that he did someesty, private or otherwise.
minor changes, and" submitted
By plagiarizing, Woodall disgraced our university, and by not
thing wrong. It is now impossible
it to The Arbiter as his own work.
firing him, Boise State disgraces its students and faculty.
for him to function as an advocate
Apparently this version of events
For BSU to right this wrong, it is absolutely important that
is net in question, as WQDn:ll!is of Integrity, since this is a quality
ThomasI, Woodallbe fired for plagiarizing.
that he himself does not possess.
quoted in your article as saying,
He has lost his credibility and can
"If you take information off the
Tha Arbiter Editorial Board consists or Greg Ruttv, Marv
Oewson, Crvstel Thomes, end Tevlor NewboJd.
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- are happy to produce more than
they consume and to lend us mon1.'yto buy their stuff.
"We are stuck with each other
- they are the lenders of last resort and we are the consumers of
last resort," says Robert Madsen,
senior fellow at MIT's Center for
International
Studies and an expert on Asian economies. "If they
stopped lending we would have a
lot of trouble. If we stopped consuming, they would go into recession."
Adevaluationofthedollarshould
encourage Chinese, Japanese and
others to spend more "onAmerican
goods - as well as creating an incentive for Americans to buy fewer
imports. Hopefully the administration will succeed in managing
an orderly devaluation and avoid
a freefall.
Ultimately America needs to reduce a dangerous dependency on
foreign lenders. The only way to do
that is to save more and to pay for
what we spend on our ourselves
and our government.

RaOUT THE WRITER
Dental Sneider IS roralgn erfelrs
columntet for the Sen Josa Marcurv
Naws. Reeders mev wrlta to him
et: San Joea Marcurv News, 750
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dsnelder.mercurvnewe.com.
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Professor Woodall, for your benefit' a definition of plagiarism:
n 1: a piece of writing that has
been copied from someone else
and is presented as being your
own work 2: the act of plagiarizing;
taking someone's words or ideas
as if they were your own. Source:
WordNet ® 2.0, © 2003 Princeton
University
There is no liberal conspiracy
here. You signed your name to
someone else's work and you got
caught. Case closed.
You claim that The Arbiter is
harassing you due to your political beliefs. That's a strawman defense, and not a particularly good
one. The article was even-handed
aCridcautillus In its approach. As a'

Stephen H. Brill
AsSoi:lalePrtllessor
Department 01 Malhemallcs
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DEAR EDITOR:

no longer function as an effective
instructor.
What should be done about this?
If one reads between the lines of
Provost Sona Andrews quotations
in The Arbiter article, one concludes that Boise State will not or
cannot take administrative action
against Mr. Woodall. This is unfortunate and perhaps nothing can
be done aboutit, But what should
happen is that Mr. Woodall's resignation from his position at Boise
State should be immediately requested and he should not return
to his position for the Spring 2005
semester. Only his departure from
the Boise State campus will put
such a shameful episode to rest.
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former editor-in-chief, I was peripherally involved in discussions
about how The Arbiter should
proceed once they verified your
letter contained plagiarized material. I assure you, no one on the
editorial board took this issue
lightly. The fact that it took well
over a month for the article to
print should attest to that.
I'm surprised (well, perhaps
not) that the university isn't considering any form of sanction. My
professors always stressed the
importance of academic integrity, and the dire consequences
of plagiarism. It's disappointing
to see the administration send a
conflicting signal.
According to the article, Provost
Andrews indicated that no action
would have been taken even if a
student had submitted your letter. That is not the case. During
my tenure last year, an engineering grad student submitted an
opinion piece containing plagiarized material. The Arbiter initiated student code of conduct
proceedings against that student,
and he was found responsible.
That incident took place before
Andrews was hired, so I hope her
comments don't reflect a changing philosophy on plagiarism at
Boise State.
Andy Benson
Farmer editor-In-chief
Baise

DEAR EDITOR:
1 appreciate
the "Woodall
should be held accountable"
Letters to the Editor in the Dec. 2
issue of the Arbiter. I cannot agree
more with the opinions expressed
that plagiarism is a serious in- fringement on another person's
intellectual property. The editorials are also correct in that any
work, once in a tangible form (this
includes the Internet), is protected under U.S. Copyright Law.
This issue is of grave concern
to all at Boise State. Please know
that the University requires intellectual honesty from its employees in performing the scope
of their duties. When such cases
of employee misconduct occur,
appropriate sanctions and penalties are imposed. Mr. Woodall's
piece in the Arbiter was done, not
in his capacity as an employee
of the university, but rather as a
private citizen. Our State Board
of Education Policies arc very
clear "When speaking or writing
as a citizen, the faculty member
should be free from institutional
censorship or discipline."
I hope that students and employee of BSU appreciate that
there is a line between what
someone does in the capacity of

their work and what they do as a
private citizen. This is a line that
I believe is too dangerous to cross.
Having said this, you should also
know that just as this issue has
not gone unnoticed by students,
it has also not gone unnoticed by
his faculty colleagues and the administration. .
I appreciate that students, faculty and staff have shown concerns
and outrage over Mr. Woodall's
behavior.
Sana K. Andrewa
Provost and Vice President
Academic Affairs

[or

DERR EDITOR:
Professor Woodall, you attempt
to make a defense of your actions
in the Dec 2 issue of The Arbiter.
You are probably right on one
thing, The Arbiter does lean left.
It would make sense, and I would
believe it. However, that does not
hold much water to the truth. I
read that article that you are being accused of plagiarizing. Then
I compared' it to what you wrote.
You have sentences and whole
paragraphs that are exactly the
same. Word for word.
If I go with your first response
given in the Nov 29 edition of the
Arbiter, and you didn't know, because your source didn't cite it.
You must have copied it off a website, and that website should have
been given credit.
Now if you just paraphrased
ideas·from chat rooms, then' you
are going to have to explain how
you could have mimicked an existing article word for word.
Now if I go with your last defense that The Arbiter is just out
to get you for losing the election,
then you have to explain why the
tip was given the day the article
ran, before the election, and that
the tip was given by a staunch
conservative himself. I should
know because that person was
me.
Legality does not define the
ethics. You are ethically wrong in
this case. By any academic standard.
I was surprised to find a plagiarized article, and almost shocked
to learn it was a professor, but I'm
floored at the lame excuses given
in your own defense.
Pess up. You got caught. Learn
your lesson and don't do it again.
Joo Terry
Student

DERn EOImR:
When first reading about
Professor Woodall, and the stance
which the administration was
taking, I was not bothered. Not

because it was plagiarism, but I
thought, "hey, its outside the academic sphere." However, the more
I thought about it, the more I realized that it doesn't matter that it
is outside the academic sphere,
it is still the Intentional theft of
someone else's ideas. A professor
(I do not name her because I did
not ask her permission to do so)
with whom I was discussing this
said, "its like a cop getting caught
stealing marijuana." It is not my
idea, so I must give her credit.
Plagiarism at the University level is a kind of the most severe.
Individuals at the Ph.D. level have
lost their degrees because of plagiarism. This professor is adjunct
I believe, and even if it is not in
the University's ability to punish
him for this affront to academic
honesty, to not renew his contract
in the following academic year.
As a grad student, if I plagiarized
from the Internet, not only would
I fail the class, but I would also be
dismissed from the program and '
never allowed back. That is how
seriously BSU takes plagiarism
for grad students. I know that it is
at leastthat severe for a professor.
Itdoes not matter that the Arbiter
is an independent entity from
BSUproper. A person who plagiarizes has committed an academic
crime. And for the professor to
claim, as he did in his response,
that this attack is motivated by
politics makes me cringe. In his
statement, he still admits that
he took the ideas of another and
claimed them as his own. That
does not have anything to do with
politics, but everything to do with
ethics. As someone who is aspiring to enter into a collegiate career, I think that this blatant disregard for academic honesty must
be met with action of some type.
If not by the administration, then
by department or from the students themselves.
Joshua Haskett
Grad student, History Department

piece in the Oct. 6, 2004 "Daily
Record," it is clearly his own authored work. Mr. Woodall's Oct.
28, 2004, Letter to the Editor in
The Arbiter is a hack job. I used a
highlighter to mark both articles.
Woodall's piece only has three or
so lines not lifted from Manweller.
Everything else is Manweller,
much being verbatim. I can find
no reference, no suggestion, no
intimation by Woodall that even
a few of his statements may have
their genesis elsewhere.
And then Mr. Woodall attacked
The Arbiter for accurately revealinghis less than sophomoric piece
of shameless plagiarism. I haven't
been in the classroom for several
years, but had I received an article
like Woodall's with absolutely no
credit in any form to Manweller's
original article, Iwould have given
the paper a failing grade. Possibly
other younger, more modern instructors at BSU can bring me up
to speed by letting me know that
Internet sources need not be cited
as Woodall claims. If I am wrong,
I will make a public apology.
Mr. Woodall, without knowing
me, has put me in two tenuous
positions. First, as a Republican, I
hold myself and other Republ~cans
to a higher standard of conduct
and honesty. Mr. Woodall has
tainted me. Second, I occasionally
serve as a student conduct hearing
officer for the University. It is reasonable to imagine that students
accused of academic dishonesty
may try the "hey; a university instructor can plagiarize; so can I"
defense. That defense won't wash,
of course, but Iexpect the conduct
board to see it.
I hope Mr. Woodall will see the
error of his behavior and make
amends.
Victor B. Watson, Ed.D.
Head, Applied Academies
Illrectnr, Bachelor of Applied Science
Degree
College of Applied Technology

DERR EDITOR:
DERR EDITOR:
I am a newcomer to the Thomas
Woodall hubbub, having onlyyesterday (Dec. 2) read The Arbiter.
However, since Mr. Woodall apparently is a Republican and
faculty member, and I- am a
Republican and a faculty member, I decided to read the original
pieces in question to determine if
Mr. Woodall is being harassed for
his political views or if he's just a
plagiarist.
It remains to be seen if he is being harassed, but by my standard
of scholarship, Mr. Woodall is a
plagiarist.
.
Regardless of my admiration
for Mr. Manweller's thoughtful

The seeming fact that Thomas
his letter to
the editor isn't nearly as disturbing to me as his lack of embarrassment when caught. A simple
sorry, directed at both the original author and at his students
and faculty peers, would be much
more dignified than Woodall's
defensive comments.
Though, according to Sona
Andrews, "It [the issue) really falls
outside the scope of his responsibilities as a faculty member,"
Woodall's actions break basic
ethical guidelines that we should
all strive to uphold. Ignoring a
college professor's ethical indiscretions because they occur out-

J. Woodall plagiarized

side a classroom is like ignoring a
police officer selling heroin when
he's off shift.
Perhaps the worst facet of this
situation is the Provost being unable (or is it unwilling?) to take
any action. Merely stating that
plagiarism-is not condoned in no
way stops it; some form of penalty must be applied for such lack
of regard for other's good work. I
am reminded of the harsh penalties I will meet should I plagiarize
every time Iget a new course syllabus. Surely the penalties imposed on a lowly undergraduate
shouldn't be more excessive than
those on a professor for the same
action. At least some form of official statement by the Provost's
office denouncing this misdeed is
in order.
The same shame Thomas J.
Woodall should feel for his action,
this University's administration
should feel for their inaction.
George Brawn
Mass Communication Major
Senior·

I am a student here at BSU. I
recently read an article about a
professor who plagiarized in The
Arbiter. I just want to express my
concern in this situation. It is upsetting to see that the University
has not held the professor to the
same standards that the students
have been held to. I have heard
of and personally know students
that have either been failed or
dismissed from the University
because of plagiarism. But the
professor who has been caught
plagiarizing has nothing done to
him. The worst part here is that
it has been published for the entire University to see and also
sec that no consequences are in
order. What does this say about
our academic standard here at
BSU?And what message does that
send students? These are the type
of situations that keep BSU from
gaining respect and advancing in
the academic community. I feel
that Boise State is a great school I
just think weare better than having professors who plagiarize on
staff.
Corinna Lewis

DERR EDITOR:
As a faculty member at Boise
State. University, I would like to
second Dan Lester's point (letter,
Dec. 2) that material taken from
the Internet cannot be used as
a source without attribution. To

DERR EDITOR:
I wanted to let you know my
thoughts regarding the article
written this week accusing a professor of plagiarism.
In the article, the Provost states
that plagiarism is not condoned. I
beg to differ. Plagiarism is clearly defined in the Student Code
of Conduct online and its pretty
clear to me that it is an unethical
behavior.
Visiting professor or not, he
has to be held at a higher standard than that of the students he
teaches. Right?
Please do not let this slip
through the cracks or hope that it
will blow over because BSU could
be in a world of hurt the next time
they accuse a student of doing the
very same thing.
Katie Croaks
Weencourege readers to respond to
letters for pubhceuon. Letters must
be 300 wards or less. Please mcluda
your neme, daytime. telephone num.ber, majOr flald of study, and.",ear In
school. Please direct all letters to
letteraaartnternnlme.con,
Letters
ere subject to edltmg. [Tha Rrbiter
cennot verify the statements made
In letters to the editors.] Columnists'
end guest views do nat nacessarlly
represent those orthe Rrblter editorial board end steff.
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Nick Miller
Ihrectcr of Graduate Studies
History Department

DERR EDITOR:

-
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include Thomas Woodall's argument that information from the
Internet need not be cited in any
way, without any sort of editorial
comment by The Arbiter, served
only to confuse our students, who
are taught the opposite.
I'm also disappointed that the
Provost did not clearly and accurately state that Professor
Woodall's column included passages that were plagiarized. .
As for Professor Woodall: repeating your assertion that taking material from the Internet
does not constitute plagiarism
will not make that assertion true.
And confusing the technical issue of plagiarism with the politics
of your original letter is no more
helpful.
Do all of your students a favor:
educate yourself on plagiarism;
apologize to the students of BSU
for your carelessness; tell them
you realize you've set a horrible
example; and be more diligent in
the future.
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Broncos beat the Vikings, get ready for Bengals
BY RMBER

FUGEn

Sports Writer

The Boise State women's basketball team has just begun to
keep fans wanting more. The
Lady Broncos started off rocky,
but revamped and demolished
the Portland State Vikings 68-33
in the home opener Wednesday
night in Taco Bell Arena.

[Player

The last time Boise State won by
this large of a margin was Jan. 21,
2000 against Cal State Fullerton.
The Vikings scored the first basket, but then the Broncos turned
it up and jumped to a 17-point
lead to end the first half. Jamie
Hawkins scored 14 points in the
game, 10 in the first half alone.
Breaking out strongly motivated
the Broncos to light it up even

more in the second half.
Boise State shot 34 percent in
the first period and 52 percent in
the second. Even though the Boise
State won by 35 only two Broncos
were in double figures (Hawkins
14 and Cassidy Blaine 11).While
Blaine grabbed five rebounds.
Tasha Harris, Benita Buggs and'
Hawkins tied with nine rebounds
a piece. Harris scored a season

shot 5 of 7 adding 19 points and
low eight points. Despite the low goal percentage, and are shootgrabbed four rebounds. Molly
individual scores, each Bronco ing 37 percent from three-point . Hays snagged six rebounds.
range.
put up some points and were alBoise State has lost the last
In their recent 79-69 win over
lotted even playing time.
three
games against Idaho State.
Southern Utah, the Bengals were
The. Broncos improved their
Not only are the Broncos deterled
by
Christa
Brossmam's
20
record to 1-2 and will host the
mined to even their season reIdaho State Bengals tonight. The points. Brossman was 5 for 10 cord, but ready 10 win one against
from
the
three-point
line
and
Bengals are 3-3 with wins over
the Bengal&.Tip off is tonight at 7
Lewis-Clark State, UC Irvine and 7 of 14 from the field. She also p.m. in Bronco Gym.
Southern Utah. The Bengals are contributed five rebounds and a
0-1 on the road, have .385 field . steal in the win. Andrea Sivakova

Profile]

.

Harris begins BSU OFFERS COACH
her career as HAWKINS NEW CONTRACT
a true Bronco
BY JE T'RIME

ORVIS

Sports W~ltar

olorado native Tasha
Harris has jumped
right into Bronco
tradition. Harris, a
true freshman, started out this season as
the team's leading scorer, and
earned the starting position as
point-guard from the get-go.
Boise State should be known
as one of the top recruitment
colleges in the nation. Ifyou take
into consideration the fact that
our football, volleyball, soccer,
track, and even basketball teams
have an underclassman majority, you can see why Harris fits
right in. Head Coach len Warden
does not take full responsibility
for finding such a talented young
athlete. Coach Warden shares
the glory with an active recruitment panel that "works with a
tremendous team effort towards
a singular purpose." She stated
that the staff works incredibly
well together recruiting these
great individuals.
Harris came to BSU after seeing what a great team and coaching staff they have. Her transition from high school to college
ball was smooth, gaining experience and improvement over the
summer months. With a faster
pace and more physical atmosphere at this level, Harris credits her team when asked about
the honor as a starter her freshman year.
"We play well together and
challenge each other." Harris
continues to bring her team front
and center when she referred to a
comment from Assistant Coach
Heather Sower, "Anyone person
on our team can be at any given
time the leading scorer."
The collegiate level places
Harris in an environment 'where
everyone is good. It's not just a
couple of superstars making the
win happen.'
Team co-captain and senior

forward Cariann Ramirez agrees
that Harris earned her starting
position. "She opened up our
running game a lot. She has a
more versatile attack as a pointguard. This is necessary, especially in the WAC." Ramirez's
fellow team captain and senior
guard Jodi Nakashima adds that
Harris brings the team to a competitive level with her intensity
and drive.
Coach Warden made the comment that Harrfs makes the
team captains' jobs harder. "She
is not seasoned, so the captains
have to work to keep her calm
and level, putting her feet back
on the ground. Harris is a highly
motivated player. Her success
comes from the way these veterans have embraced her and
encouraged her. They breed her
confidence."
This is easy to see when you
look at Nakashima's advice to
Harris, "Keep working hard.
Keep learning. Never think
you know everything. Keep
your drive, fire, and love for the
game."
,
The theme of the team over \
individuals is seen in Harris as
she places her career goals in
line with the team as a whole. "I
would like to see us in postseason play. I think we are definitely
capable."
Warden agrees. "Atthis level of
play, it is 'Eat or get eaten'. Harris
gives us a chance to eat!"

Fllis leads BSU
.to eighth straight
-win over Idaho
Courtas~ of Broncosports.com

MOSCOW,Idaho - Senior Jason Ellis scored
a career-high 23 points and grabbed seven rebounds to lead Boise State to 70-67
come from behind win over Idaho at Cowan
Spectrum on Saturday night.
Ellis, who is 8-0 against Idaho during his
Jour-year career, made 10-of-12 shots. His 10 \
field goals also was 3 career high.
Boise State (4-2) trailed by as many as 12
points in the first half, and was down by six
with 6:34 to play. The Broncos outscored the
Vandals 14-5 (he rest of the way to clinch the
season series sweep.
Sophomore 'Coby Karl added 16points and
six rebounds for the Broncos, including making 4-of~8 three-point shots. Senior Franco
Harris had 13 points "ff the bench, including
making all five of his' free throws, while senior Jerinaine Blackburnhad 12 points and a:
game-high nine rebounds. _
Idaho (0-6) made just 8-of-20 free throws,
including' going 6-of-16 from the line in the
second half.
. . __ _
._
.
.
•._ .'
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POCATELLO- Tha
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lhe ...IOU.. from Cal's win

Stadium everything it could handle. The
Bears could still end up in Pasadena on
New Year's Day, of course, but they won't
HATTIESBURG, Miss. - Cal play- know until this afternoon, which means
ers milled around the field afterwards,
they were like hopeful candidates awaitunsure of what to do with themselves.
ing returns on election night.
The 26-16 season-ending victory over
If the voters and computerrankings go
Southern Mississippi didn't feel like a their way, they will remain ranked fourth
triumph, but it didn't seem like a loss, ei- and head to the Rose Bowl. If not, Texas
ther.
will leapfrog them in the rankings and
It was hard to know how to act, how to Cal will be relegated to the less prestifeel.'
gious Holiday Bowl.
It's not often the outcome of a game this
"It's a little nerve-wracking because
important is so unsatisfying for every- the BCS is so unpredictable and Texas is
body involved. The Cal band played and
right on our butts," said defensive linethe hundreds of fans who journeyed here
man Lorenzo Alexander. "Guys were
cheered enthusiastically as Cal players worried about the BCS.They thought we
.. left the, field, but afeeling of uncertainty
needed to come out and blow these guys
mixed with cautious oDtimism hovered -.. om and Weoniy'Won by~iu.Wewanithe
over the scene.'
Rose Bowl so bad we can taste it."
An emphatic victory would've had all
Cal coach Jeff Tedford insisted that
but secured Cal's first "Rose Bowl berth
he wouldn't try for style points, even if a
in 45 years, but this win was hardly em- - blowout victory over the Golden Eagles
phatic. Perhaps the only people among
would've put more distance between Cal
the crowd of 27,480 pleased with the
and the Longhorns, and he proved it by
outcome were the Texas Longhorns fans
having quarterback Aaron Rodgers take a
in the front row of the west grandstand.
knee on the Southern Mississippi 24:yard
They may benefit the most when the line with 13 seconds left in regulation inBowl Championship Series pairings are. stead of having him try to score a fmal
_ announced thrs afternoon. ,
touchdown to pad the score and perhaps
Southern Miss gave the .highestimpress voters. .
ranked team to ever piny In M.M.Roberts .
.~'J:'
~.
-~.
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BOiseSlale hocke" qinek
lo flghl bul lale lo score
BY RMBER
Sports

FUGER
Writer

The Boise State men's hockey
team waited too long to challenge
the Montana State Hellcats. They
came alive in the third but the effort was too little too late.
BSU player Bill Blackadar said,
"We finally decided to crash the
net in the third period and that is
what we should have be-en doing
from the first drop of the puck."
The Boise State club hockey
team losta gruesome, intense rival match to Montana State over
the weekend. On Friday night
the puck was dropped and the
Hellcats cleaned house. They
were able to take a·4-1 lead and
completely out-skate and outpass the Broncos.
Jesse Ellis scored first on a pass'

from Cody Proctor. It wasn't until
the third period that the Broncos
came back to score two points for
a 5-3 score. One on a pass from
Bill Blackadar to Aaron LaBarbara
and the other on a pass from D.W.
Cook to T.J. Stanton.
With three minutes left in regulation the Hellcats scored. The
Broncos were in a tight spot. The
Hellcats showed no mercy in the
last minute for a 7-3 finish.
The entire game the Broncos
could not keep up with the speed
and the accurate passing of the
Montana State team. Goalie Jesse
Walker found himself crowding
the post to make the saves.
"After the big saves of which I
made it change the morale of the
team and got our motion back,"
said Walker.
The Broncos came alive in the

third and showed potential. Head
coach Brian Copeland said the
team possesses the skill and ability to beat a team like Montana.
"We have a team that can beat
them; we showed that in the
third. It is more executing what
they know," said Copeland.
Boise State had onelast chance
to even the' score on Saturday
night. They kept up but were still
not giving them a challenge. The
Hellcats controlled the puck the
entire first period with three shot
attempts in the first minutes of
play.
The Hellcats were connecting on the passes and ended the
first with a 3-0 lead. Both teams
were fired up in the second period. Bodies tumbled to the ice
and over players. Ice checking,
slashing and un-sportsmanlike

conduct rang through the sound
system.
If they couldn't win the game
they were going to win the fight,
a fan said. Montana State scored
another goal in the second and
the Broncos finally answered
with a goal by DW. Cook.
Walker made the saves and the
Broncos were able to hold the
Hellcats at 4-1. The comeback boys
came out ready to challenge. With
six minutes left to play Blackadar
slid one in to come within two.
Unable to close out the game the
Broncos lost game two 4-2 and the
series 2-0.
18 hours late the Broncos were
back on the ice to host Weber
State. Check www.bsuhockey.
com for the final results from
Sunday's game.

Spring 2005
Acting & Directing for
Film & Television II
(15181) THEA 494-1656 - (15184) COMM 494-1656
Workshop Meets April 2, 16, 17, 23, 24
Sat & Sun, 9:00 am-4:00 pm

Register on BroncoWeb
Or for More Information Contact
Extended Studies at (208) 426-3492

Spring 2005

Introduction to Computer
Music Workshop
(15352) MUS 294-1650 3 Credits

Workshop Meets Jan 10 thru May 6
Tues & Thurs, 7:00 pm-8:30 pm
Register on BroncoWeb
Or for More Information Contact
Extended Studies at (208) 426-3492

BSU finish eighth at Las Vegas Invite
BY JEREMY
Sports

RRSMUSSEN
Writer

Boise State's wrestling team
traveled to Las Vegas this past
weekend to compete in the Cliff
Keen Las Vegas' Invitational.
Joining the Broncos in the tournament were several of the nation's
top wrestling schools including
fifth ranked Nebraska and sixth
ranked Michigan. Three Broncos
picked up fourth place finishes to
help give the team eighth place
with 75 points. Michigan came
away with the tournament
title, nearly doubling the Broncos
point total behind four individual
champions.

True
freshman
Andrew
match and end-ed up battling
Hochstrasser,
along with Ben for third place. Michigan's Eric
Cherrington
and Eric Smith,
Tannebaum handed Cherrington
was one of the Broncos' fourth . his first loss in a 7-5 decision,
place finishers wrestling at 125. before beating him again in the
Hochstrasser started off the tourthird place match 8-2.
nament with three straight vicIn the heavyweight
bracket,
tories including a' 20-4 techniEric Smith took the mat replacing
cal fall over Mikhalil Riga of San
Jacob McGinnis. Smith spent his
Francisco State in his first match.
freshman season last year filling
He was dropped to the wrestlein for K.C. Walsh at TIl7.Now the
backs bracket after a close 5-3 loss
Boise native just picked up afourth
to Vic Moreno from Cal Poly. After
place finish in a big early season
three more wins, Hochstrasser
tournament
as a heavyweight.
was beaten in the third place
Smith lost is second match 6-4 to
match in major decision, 16-7.
Jake O'Brien from Purdue before
In the 149-pound weight class,
winning five matches in row in
Cherrington also dropped to the
the wrestlebacks. He lost another
consolatlon bracket in a close
close one to Arizona State's Cain

Velasquez in the battle for third
place, 12"10.
The Broncos finished just ahead
of nationally ranked Wisconsin in
their first tournament of the season. Defending Pacific 10 conference champion Scott Jorgensen
struggled at 133 pounds finishing
eighth after a 5-3 loss in the seventh place match.
The Broncos are 2-3 in dual
matches thus far this season.
The team returns to Boise this
weekend for their home openers
against UC Davis Saturday and
fifth ranked Nebraska on Sunday.

ON THE BRSQUE BLOCK

Don't pity Willingham; he did not do the job
BY DRN LE BATARD
Knight

Ridder Newspepers

MIAMI - Ron Zook has gone
23-14 in three seasons at the
University of Florida, and all it
has gotten him is vilified, roasted
and fired.
'IY Willingham goes 21-15 at
Notre Dame in the same span
_ winning less and losing more
than Zook _ and he is supposed to
get some sort of reprieve and patience not afforded others in his
cutthroat line of work?
Holier-than-thou
Notre Dame
is just like every other school
now, using the scoreboard as the
bottom line on big business. The
Fighting Irish have vastly more
tradition than the Gators, and
more championships, so it makes
sense that Willingham at the very
least be held to the same kind of
standards as Zook.
That Willingham is a good man
and a genuine educator is nice
but entirely beside the point. He
is paid to win football games, and
he didn't do that at Notre Dame
nearly enough.

POOR RECORD
He started 8-0 with the players he inherited from deposed

Bob Davie. And he has lost more
than he has won since. A 13-15 record in the past 28 games? That's
not Notre Dame. That's more like
Northwestern.
It isn't just that Willingham
was losing. It was that he wasn't
even being particularly competitive. That's not acceptable at the
only college-football
program
in the land with its own television network. Five losses by 30 or
more points? That's not going to
be tolerated at a school that had
only lost four games that badly
in the four decades that preceded
Willingham.

R FOOTBRLl SCHOOL
Is three years enough time to
see the entirety of Willingham"s
work? No. Even the oldest kids he
has recruited are merely red-shirt
sophomores. But Notre Dame is
competing against the Floridas
ofthe world for a place on the national stage. And you can't let coveted Utah coach Urban Meyer, a
former Notre Dame assistant, get
away to Florida as you wait around
to see whether Willingham mightmaybe-almost-kind-of-sort-ofperhaps gets the ship righted.
Musty Greg Cote, who is to
sportswriting what Rutgers is to

And there's a good chance that
Mack Brown just might get his
wish, with Texas passing Cal for
one oftwo at-large BCS berths. In
that case, the Longhorns could be
invited to the Rose or Fiesta bowls.
If not, it'll be the Cotton.
Oklahoma's 42·3 demolition of
Colorado in the Big 12 title game
BY CHUCK CARLTON
probably ensured the Sooners
The Delles Morning News
will meet the Trojans.
DALLAS - Sometimes, winning
Unlike Auburn, California was
isn't everything.
in the position of defending Its
Auburn and California finished
spot in the BCS from Texas.
theirseasonsSaturdaywithvictoA late surge lifted the Golden
ries. But both teams may have left Bears past Southern Mississippi,
poll voters wanting more.
26·16, thanks in part to a blocked
When the final BCS standextra point.
ings and bowl pairings are anThe Longhorns, who beat Texas
nounced on Sunday, expect to A&M in their final game Nov. 26,
see Oklahoma facing top-ranked . need as few as three poll voters to
Southern California for the namove them past Cal on their baltional title in the Orange Bowl.
lots.

Auburn, Cal
can lose out
for close wins

612 Groue Street

I

q

more than a decade, no matter
how often their TV network forcefed us their bad offense. They
have lost at least three games each
of the past lOyears. Young kids respect Miami, Oklahoma and USC,
not tired Notre Dame.
It is time to get that fixed.
Willingham had his chance.
Three years is patience enough.

college football, will pontificate
about how Notre Dame has a
higher responsibility is an institution of academia and tradition
and glory and blah, blah, blah.
The Fighting Irish are just another football school now, no better than Michigan State, more
reputation than relevance. They
haven't mattered nationally in
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GRADUATE

FELLOWSHIPS
AVAILABLE UP TO

$24,000
College seniors and graduates who arc interested in
becoming secondary school teachers of American history,
American govenunenf:, 0: social studies may apply.
Fellowships pay tuition, fees, books, and room
and board toward master's degrees.
For information and applications call:

James Madison Fellowships
1-800-525-6928
email: madison@nct.org
or visit our website

http://www.jamesmadison.com
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The OSSWheld en event last Thursdilll to mtroduce
new Amerlcen femllies Into Amerlcsn culture,

approximately

36

New Americans
become
acquainted with
.Christmas spirit
CHRIS

RLTERS

Culture Writer

Last
Thursday,
BSU's
Organization of Student Social
Workers (OSSWj sponsored,
planned and worked an event
geared toward introducing
new American families into
American culture. The theme
of the night: Christmas spirit.
Almost 200 people came to the
holiday party at the All Saints
Episcopal Church in Boise.
Most of the attendees were refugees from Columbia and varinurm COUllTESY OF ClllllS AITtI1S
ous African countries. At least
36 displaced families can now Everyone at the OSSWholiday
event, including srx-uaer-uld
call Boise home.
Valentina [above], received a
People arrived by the shut- girt donated by not-for-profit
tle-load, including men, wom- orgenlzatlOns.
en and a lot of children. "A
Rhythmic drumbeats brought
lot of them arc learning what
Christmas is through school," people out of their chairs to
said Senior Social Work major dance; some were even on their
Fawn Pellet. "Here they get to chairs before banquet tables
were whisked to the side to
experience some of the tradigain dance- floor space.
tions [like] decorating trees and
Everyone left with a gift.
exchanging gifts." Each family
brought something for every- OSSW reps called out family
one to eat. They also danced to names and then handed them
music, played drums and made wrapped goods, which were donated by programs like Toys for
ornaments out of craft supTots, the school of social work
plies brought in by volunteers.
"We could have used a bigger faculty, and the United Way.
OSSW is made up of underroom," said Robin Jensen, one
of the event organizers as she graduates from the Social Work
program. From Dec. 6-10, they
looked over an excited crowd.
will be holding a silent auction
Six-year-old,
Valentina
was one of the children from on the 7th floor of the education building. Every one is inColumbia. She couldn't speak
much English but her huge Vited. Proceeds will go to OSSW
smile said it all as she hung a service p~ojects and to activities in the community.
giittery pinecone ornament
from a 6-foot Christmas tree.

rlntmaktngserves

transf~~ the Image to. .
rollsi~k' o~t{)thelr .r~maITl\ng baby,'
The 'companion
piece, ,
One variation on this tech"
surface; They lay paper over the
blue~!'
nique is the collagraph,whlch
surface 'and press' the block to "Mother:~,hasa'datk'
Involves building up the,surtiansfertheimage.
. gray background. A red hand
faces to be printed with various
To create. a monotype, the art" stretches across ,the upper~right
corner, Below,astrlpofwhite'
materials glued onto the plate. ' . Isr draws 'or paints onto a plate
Viscosltyetchlng;
another
with no etched,llnes; This pro-. gauze stretch~s do\~;nward. This
strip shows a black image ofa
variation on intaglio, has the
cessresultsina
unique print,
artist create deep etchings' in a . since the artist did not etch the Woman lowering her head"her
plate to produce different sur,
image into their plate.
'. ' checks in her palms. Thearrlst .
face levels. Inks of different vis"Under, Pressure" .included . 'has juXtaposed two Images be, '
cosities are thenrolled'ol;uithcWdil:S'createdby
students us: low this one: to the left,lnlight
detailed so
plate.
,
'.
ing ,these technlques. Angela blue~gray,aheart:
that muscle fibers,vell1s;and
To .create a lithograph, the, Katona'stnmpanion
pieces
artist draws or paints an Image "Daughter'" and ,"Mother," ,ere·· arteries show; totheright,lllthe
onto a metal plate. They cheml- .'ated using collagraphy and li- same color, is· a.niulti-layered
of a
cally treat their surface, and
thography, stand out as power- • start pattern'f~minisi:enr
nautical. cO\l1pass. A, string. of
then place paper-on it.The plate ,fullyengaglng.;
.'
,",
and paper are rolled through a
'''Daughter:'', has. a. rustic yel- silver beads borderS the bottom

not only as a convenient commercial tool, but also
as a thriving art
form. The Flying
M continues to support the arts
at Boise State University by displaying a collection of student
prints. The Flying M hosted the
opening reception Thursday,
Dec. 2.
Professor Kimiku Miyoshi or"
ganized the collection of student
work-titled ,"Under Pressure."
The collection includes art-erepres~ to transfer the image.
low, green, .and brown back- edgeotthecompass, .
ated with a variety of printmak",',,,'In," both'--~:,(jD:lughter"--:, -r:an.d
Screen
printing
uses
'a-fine
,.
ground."fmmthe center.emaing techniques.
"Mother," white stitches". surmesh fabrlc stretched over a roan image of a woman's torso
Intagliobegins
with coating
to round all of the images,except
a metal plate with an acid resis-. .frame. Non-image .areasvare . risc$,upwards.Belowand
.-:'.' . .
.
the left a white image shows a for the heart.'
tant substance. A design is then . blocked out using various ma"Under Pressure' also in~
terlals .. The 'artist forces Ink small bird,· perhaps, a .swallow.
etched into the coating. The
cludes pieces by MayAboutaam,
through'· the ..fabrIC, repeating" or a' chickadeer holding nesting
plate is dipped in an acid bath,
C:andaceNkol,Megan.Jensen,
.
the
process
once
for
each
color
materials
in
its
beak.
Down
and
and acid eats through the metLisa' Fogerson, o.C;Goleman,, to the rightofcenter, a pregnant
al exposed by the etchings. The used to create the Image.
.Woodcuts begin ,with cutting
woman holds a baby. P~arl-col- Tara. Wlllillms,andAshely
artist paints the etchings and
areas and lines out of a block of ored beads, linethe border be~ Arumbruster. Many ofthe.art,
wipes clean the un-cut surfaces.
wood, Thea~tist then paints or tweenthewoman'sarmand
the Ists offer their piecesf~rsale.
The artist then presses the plate
against the surface they wish to
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Finally hue your thug life drea
BY ERIC

GWINN

Chicago Trloune

In 1987, Carl Johnson fled W' est
Coast gang life, moving to an Eas,t
Coast metropolis to get a fresh
start. It's fiveyears later: He le~ns "~
that his mother has been' ~il~~' ,
and he has to come home~': ; c- ~ ~
CJ returns to a world he:~tf."
.
recognizes. Many ofb!s
banging friends haVEbeen~~£
his former gang has. ,b~~
laughingstock; and bJs,;)~~:".
borhood is infestedw
;'i;
cocaine. In the new video..
'ff
"Grand Theft Auto: San Andteaii. ~)
you can help CJ find hisnioth~·s:'
killer, resurrect
. hO his neighborhdod'
. .
an d reVive is gang.
By any means necessary.
:.;,~,
Stopforasecond.lnyollrlnin~'9·':gi!~thl$.·bighasfeaturedablack
eye, what race is crt
'
:, .. ·tt1ale as tIiecentraI figure.
If you think he's black, YOU'~':".>Predieted to be a top seller, "San
right; Rockstar Games, "thefri~"·:iAiii.treas" could help cut through
el'S of "San· Andreas,· .tal¢S'.\h't: i: the"notionthat 'the white male
unusual step of makirig~;Vi~;:
igumlng audience doesn't want to
game with a blackma1e~~"ptf'
·~tip,llito.the skin ota non-white
lead character. .' ' '~.
;,_'".,. 'd1al'aeter. It also could open a
Like' Hollj'wood; videog",,?,es~, 'wider discussion of race in video
have few minority male dIamat-·
games.'
ic leads; Last year's "True Cilrne:
. cl's skin color Is not something
Streets of L.A."had an AsiaffrnaIe
that most peop!e will even thlilk
lead; other titles have included
about. But black gamers like nie
minority athletes, police officers, certalnlyare aware of It. just as
gQod guys and-bad guys, but no
- r
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In 'San Rndreas'

hear East Coast hip-hop, such
who studies race and gender in like it - will do. After all, if there's
video games and other media.'
a market for "San Andreas" -style as "Rebel Without a Pause," by
Public Enemy. When CJ is in a car
As CJ, you can stray from the
games, it says more about us than
in the mythical West Coast state
path of the main story and play it does a b out Roc k star.
games-within-the-game,
as in
"You examine video games as of-8an Andreas, the radio blares
2002's "Grand Theft Auto: Vice you would any artifact of any cul- gangsta rap by N.W.A.and other
City," 'whose non-linear format
ture to see what a culture values," West Coast groups.
Gamel'S can play in casinos,
drew raves from gamel'S and led Huntemann says.
CJ IS
it to become the all-time sales
"San Andreas" furthers the ac- parachute from planes, bet on
horse races and enter low-ridthe lead
champ with 10million units sold. tion/adventure genre by incorpo~~:~:cter
You also can kill police officers, rating more elementS of role-play- er competitions, among other
things. The scope of the game is
acclaimed
bludgeon pedestrians and coming games. You can earn respect
so broad that its soundtrack carl
end
mit "all the mayhem that drew by getting haircuts and tattoos,
howls from critics angered by by pumping up in the gym to shed encompass songs as varied as
Theft
"Vice City."
the weight CJ gains as he eats to "Nuthin' But a 'G' Thang" by Dr.
Auto: San
Does the fact that you are doing
maintain stamina. That sort of in- Dre and "Three Cigarettes in ilie
~~dreas..
those things as a black man matteractivity further ties the player Ashtray" by Patsy Cline; car radiRockstar
ter?
to CJ, making it all the more in- os play house music and country
Gemes
"Gamel's
see
great
characters,
terestlng that Rockstar chose to music stations as well as hip-hop
ImTHANOOUT
I'H!llUG!t'J'H
not color," says Alex Kakoyiannis,
make him the central character a and gangsta rap.
However, the predominant
managing
partner
frombla,'<
man.
music - and accompanying Itlnfemale gamel'S notice that most
Navigame,a comp'>nyLilat helps
I wished I knew what guidvideo ga-meheroes ;ne male.
marketers reach video gamers.
ed Rockstar officials' thoughts;
guage - are part of RocksJar's re"San Andreas" is progress-with.
Anyway, "It's not Rockstar's job whether they considered the im- creation of the gangsta lifestyle.
an asterisk.
to further cultural understandplicatlons of crs race. They re- Dialogue Is'studded with obscen'~Even,though there's a lead ing," adds educator Huntemann.
ceived my e-mailed questions but ities. Characters toss around the
N-word, the B-word and other
black character, which is in some
"I don't look to the industry to fur- hadn't responded by my deadprofanity.
senseprogress, that lead characther progressive social change."
line.
.
, Certainly for most gamel's, b~tel' is in a violent, urban environTrue, Rockstar is In the busiI want to ask them about small,
L'1gClwon't m"Irethem feelblack
ment, which is typical ofnon-lead
ness of selling games, not rais- barely noticeable touches in :'San
(black) characters In other games,
ing consclou-sness. If that means
Andreas" that tell me somebody .anymore than they felUtalian
\vhile playing. mob-connected ' engaging. in gang activity, drug
tapping Into a gamer's longing to put a lot of thought into re-creactivity, running frpm police," live the life glamorized by gangating the hip-hop world. When Tommy Vercetti In "Vice City."As
"Gamel's see
says Nina Huntemann,' a Suffolk sta rap,_then that's whatthe com- former East Coaster CJgoes to Kakoyiannissaid,
University assistant professor
pany _ and presumably others
hls closet for the first time, you great eharacters'llot color."
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'Tis the season to eat
BY HOWRRO

COHEN

Knight Ridder Newspepers

Santa and crowded malls aren't
the only holiday traditions.
So is weight gain.
Parties. Holiday meals. Wine
and spirits.
Americans gain about a pound
during the winter holiday season,
according to a 2000 study by the
National Institute of Child Health
and Human Development and the
National Institute ofDiabetes and
Digestive, and Kidney Diseases.
One pound doesn't sound like
much but that extra bit tends
to accumulate over the years,
says Alicia Guerra, a registered
dietitian and diabetes educator for, Baptist Health Systems in
Kendall, Fla.
"One day is not going to cause
any problems," Guerra says. "The
problem is that most people don't
go back to healthy eating and
watching themselves."
Downing a huge meal isn't necessarily a heart breaker, either,
says University of Miami cardiologist Dr. Robert Myerburg.
However, for someone with hypertension or a' history of heart
failure, the heavy salt load and
high-fat content common to holiday meals could lead to cardiovascular problems.
Here, then, are strategies for reducing holiday-induced flab.
SIZE MATIERS, REALLY
Last year, Web designer Donna
Holdsworth, 49, a member of

the diabetes support group
at Hollywood (Fla.) Medical
Center, started her diet before
Thanksgiving' and lost about 30
pounds by the time 2003 slipped
into history. She hopes to do the
same this year.
"Portion controlling worked
and I made it through the holidays," said Holdsworth, who is
not diabetic but who has a family
history of the disease. "My sister
came down and baked a bunch of
fudge. I had a piece but didn't take
the whole box."
"Another thing they stressedis to plan these cheats. If I know
something like (the holidays) is
coming, beforehand I'll watch my
intake a little more. You know you
are going to cheat so plan it."
Cathy Lewis, a business owner
in Boynton Beach, Fla., says she
picks her carbs wisely.
. "If we were really honest about
.holiday treats it would be the side
dishes that make us look' forward
. to the meals so much," says Lewis,
50. "Sweet potatoes? Yeah, I can
have them as long as they're not
slathered in butter and adorned
with marshmallows. Stuffing is
also OK made with whole grain
breads and vegetables, nuts, and
fruits."
FOCUSON ONETHING
Barb and Joe spent the day
slaving in the kitchen browning
the bird, stuffing it with bread
crumbs and cushioning it on a
bed of buttery mashed potatoes.
You're invited to partake of this

feast because you're dating their
daughter. Tell Barb how' wonderful her stuffing is and make sure
she sees you happily spooning
some onto your plate. Then go
light on everything else,
FILL'ERUP
"Make sure you don't go to
a party on an empty stomach.
You won't be inclined to indulge as much," suggests Ruth
Marcus, a registered dietitian
with Hollywood Medical Center.
Snacks could include cheese, yogurt, veggies, fruits, nuts.
OUTSMARTTHE BUFFET
Hold your drink in your dominant hand so you rely on your
less-coordinated hand to gather
the food. (You'll keep from overpiling.)
Skip things you can always
have, like chips and dips, and
choose foods you only get once a
year.
Or, be last in line at the buffet
and some of the higher fat foods
maybe gone.
"Let the other people eat too
much!" Marcus says.
SILENCEIS NOT GOLDEN
Forget
your
second-grade
teacher's admonishments about
being quiet. Self control is for
the library. Be a chatterbox. Tell
dad his goatee makes him look 10
years younger. Discuss the recent
election (well, maybe not). Play
music critic and tell everyone why
Eminem has lost it. If your gums
are flappin' you can't be forcing
food through 'em.

cutt ur e

6 2 0 0 'i

9

Where did
snowboarding begin?

FORGETTRADITION
When making gravy let the fat
harden first, scoop it out and then
heat. That saves a whopping 56
grams of fat a cup, Marcus says.
Lighten up the green bean casserole by replacing the high sodium cream soup with chunks of
potato or use low-sodium soup.
For the crunchy top use almonds
instead of fried onion rings.
HOLAFIBER
Forty percent of Hispanic preteens - about twice as many as
a decade ago - are overweight in
America, says Mary Cremeans
of the Florida Department
of Agriculture citing a 2004
University of Southern California
study. Obesity hits one in three
Hispanic children, compared
with one in six non-Hispanic children between the ages of 6 and 19,
according to a 2000 study by the
Centers for Disease Control.
Ethnic dishes can be tinkered
with to help. Fiber is your friend.
"The easiest thing to do is to
add more fruits and vegetables to
the diet even though a lot of traditional foods are made with rice."
Use high-fiber brown rice.
,GET RID OF THE GUILT
"Get over feeling guilty because
you've eaten something you think
is bad," Marcus insists. "If you
do eat one meal that's not 'good'
that's not going to be the thing to
destroy all the good things you've
done before."
Just get back on track.

Get answers.

Anytime.

Anywhere.

I

answeli

I,
i

Real-time
answers from real librarians
Accurate,
up-to-date
information
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
And, it's all free!

. . l..:o9kingto Stabilize ~".. _._'Y~~rFinances?

.

Call DRS
We're a not-far-profit that organiz~ion that
provides free educational materials and
classes to help you with your personal finances.
Call 378-0200 x 906 for your freebrochures,
"Personal and Household Budgeting"
and "Developing Effective
Spending Habits."
t ••

education@DebtReductionServices.com
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Technology has begun to level
the camera playing field .
.BY PETER

Here are some tips when

WEINBERGER

Knight Ridder Newspapers

Looking at digital cameras? Let's get started.
The digital camera is designed similar to its film counterpart.Both have automated focusing.and exposure control, come
equipped with a zoom lens, and
can look and feel the same.
The consumer digital
camera ($150to $800) offers more
features, with image quality close
or equal to that of filmcameras.
Digital cameras use a light-sensitive chip to record an image, with
a screen on the back to instantly
view and edit images.

shopping:
l} Focus on cameras that
rate high in image quality such as
the Canon A-series, or most Nikon
and Olympus' models.
2) Hold the camera before buying: How does it fit in your
hand? Some digital cameras tend
to be small. Others, like the Nikon
Coolpix 5000 series, have builtin grips that make them easier to
hold for larger hands.
3) The size of an image
file (print size) a camera produces is measured in pixels. The more
pixels, the higher the resolution.
Most digital cameras have image
files from 2 to 8 mlllion pixels.

ogy continues to improve and get
Your camera should have a miniless expensive. They key is finding
mum of 3 mlllion pixels.
4) Every camera comes a camera that meets your needs
with a reusable memory card to and experience level.
store your digital images. The
cards the manufacture gives you
are small, and hold few images.
Be prepared to spend a minimum
of $50 extra for a larger card. I recommend getting at least a 256mg
size card. Lexar is a top brand, but
slightly more expensive.
5) Digital cameras are
power hungry because of the
electronic viewing screen on the
back. Rechargeable batteries will
cost more initially, but last longer
and save money over time.
Digital-camera technol';'

6928 W. State • Boise, Idaho 83703
(208) 853-0526

Are these your
Worst Nightmare?

\

Helpful Web sites provide
holiday hoorah
the "Big0."
No, it's not bedroom talk, instead, you'll find unbelievable
Mr. Scrooge would not be prices on brand name products
pleased with the early kickoff at this online outlet. With easy to
to the holiday season. Just as navigate web browsing that allows
Halloween decorations went back you to shop for products by price,
brand, top sellers, and time releinto storage, holiday trimmings
began sprouting from homes all vance in the world of fashion, it's
easy to find that little black dress
over Boise.
or mini-digital camera for around
With Thanksgiving gone, the
first fall of snow in the valley and 40 percent less than the suggested retail-selling price. If.you are
the number of blow up snowmen
increasing, it's easy to feel a bit weary about online shopping because of the shipping costs, don't
behind on holiday preparation.
Here are a few Web sites to bring worry, overstock. com has a $2.95
you up to speed with gift and dec- flat shipping rate.
All this shopping may lead to
orating guides and some tips for
an empty stomach. The Web site
holiday feasts.
www.allrecipes.com
wiII help
The MSN shopping homepage, shopping.msn.com, has a prepare you to stay fueled this
number of categories to help ease season with recipes for complete
your shopping experience. The holiday spreads or just a snack to
hold you over on a shopping ex"Top 20" guides show you what
items are hot this season for guys, cursion. The Web site. which came
highly recommended by the head
girls, children, and for different
price ranges. If you are on a col- cook for employees at the Alta Ski
lege budget, check out the "Top Resort in Salt Lake City, offers free
recipes that come with user feed20 Gifts Under $20" for affordable
back ratings that help you decide
presents for family and friends.
Promelectronics to pets, MSN's which recipes to try.
The recipes are broken into catshopping guide has it covered.
egories to suit any diet. From low
With the myriad of great deals
at www.overstock.com people ev- carb to vegetarian, allreclpes.com
has it. The option to customize
erywhere have been talking about
BY MICHRELA

G. HERLIHY

Culture Writer

each recipe to the number of servings you will need and printable
grocery lists makes your cooking experience a piece of cake, In
addition, make sure to visit the
"Holiday Central" section of the
site, which provides tips on holiday entertaining, ideas for making food gifts and hosting a cookie exchange and advice to remain
stress-free through this season of
tinsel and lights.
No holiday meal is complete
without the proper environment
to host the gathering. Whether
you live in a dorm or a house, holiday decorating adds cheer to any
, home. For holiday decorating that
ranges from traditional displays
to more inventive ideas, visit
doityourself.corn Iholiday lindex.shtml. The site offers a number of "How-To" guides with tips
for choosing stylish wall accessories, purchasing a Christmas tree,
hanging ornaments, and more.
Visit the Do-It-Yourself Web site to
give your pad some extra holiday
spirit that will provide some relief
from the stress that accompanies
not only the holidays, but also flnalexams.
_
May these Web sites help you
bring the holiday spirit home in
an affordable and timely fashion.
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delicious meabs, lebbuce,
ickles, bornabo and chips.

,ver 30 sabisfying
-Clwlcnesandsaiaas lunch, dinner, picnics
and parbies.
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746 W. Main St.

388-1900
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WE DELIVER!

Don't surrender
to HUNGER'"
Counter-attack
with a
delicious PIT Am
$1.00 OFF or
FREE DELIVERY
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Open 11-3a.m.

Mon-Thurs, 11-4a.m. Fri/Sat
Noon-30.m. Sunday
Deliveries stop 30 minutes before closing
Must mention coupon when ordering
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BY WENDY

DDNRHUE

Chicago Tribune

Denim trackers and testers
helped us decode the DNAof bluehot brands of jeans.
From experience with her
Seven for All Mankind jeans,
1st grade teacher
Monica
MacKenzie believes in spendIng more on a single pair that fits
great, versus buying a bunch of
cheaper ones. Electrical engineer Karl Brummel believes in
"a hybrid approach." He wears
Gap and Levi's jeans casually
and a John Varvatos pair for
nights out. They each tried on
several other trendy brands.
. The owners of Chicago stores

Krista Kand lake chimed in with their
expertise, and Julia Kim from the
denim-lifestyle Web site Handsblue.
com filled us in on a couple of other
premium types:
- Rogan jeans "are like a backstage
pass" for men, and they're gaining
popularity with women, Kim said.
"You can be wearing a Fruit of the
Loom T-shirt but as long as you're
wearing the latest Rogan, you're
fine." (Men's and women's are $240
to $300,) .
- Habitual is another favorite
of the denim cognoscenti, known
for impeccable fit and wearability. "Women for spring are rebelling
against the uberlow jean," said Jake's
Lance Lawson.

C/l«k out 1M momhly
piercing JPeCioI~ this
month Is tonglH! $30.00

@.J!~

All New Moon plerclngs Include
the Jewelry and aftercare package with
Instructions. We stand by our plerclngs.
and offer free follow up service.

GroupsofthrfeOt
wiN get disCounts
on plmlngS (not

mort

Irn:ludlngsole Items).

We have designs for the new
tattoo, and we can create
from pictures you bring In.

New Moon Tattoo
6422 Fairview Ave. 375-1666
"Perforating the Popullllsof Idaho"
"BOOKS"
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JEWELRY "CANDLES"

Crone's Cup6oan{
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Gifts Galore &
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100-200mmfl :5.6 lenses.
Canon Flash and shoulScholarships Hall of
der case. All Canon lens
Fame and free legal opincaps, filters on each lens,
ion on www.whipcash.
polarizer, manuals. ALL
com
ABSOLUTELY MINT!
Veteran needs
help. $345.375-1911
Any veterans on Chpt. Queen Pillow Top mat31 past or present need , tress set. Brand new, still
info. Please contact Pam in plastic. Must sell $129.
mtidaho@hotmail.com
Can deliver. 866-7476
Take over remaining 31
mos. Rocky Mtn. Fitness
Family Membership (up
to 5-6 family members).
Beautiful,
dark-wood , Call 631-6725 Iv msg.
dining set with 6 chairs.
In great c.ondition. $500
OBO. Call 342-7965

1973 MOBILE HOME
for sale. 935 sq.ft. 3bdl
Iba $10,500 call Bryan or
Gina 345-2712
1979 CHEVY LUV $800
Call 672-1998
1986 Toytota Pick-up.
108k miles. $900/obo.
Call 371-1324, please
leave a message.
7-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice
$450. Call 888-1464
B10L 205, An Intro To
Microbiology Textbook
(8th edition). Bookstore
price $100 used, I'll sell
for $55/obo. 331-8482

1 block to SUB-rm for
rent WD, no smoke/pets,
full use of kitchen, all util
inc!. $245 + dep. 3444430 or 867-9635
2Bdli ba House for rent.
$540/mo. Next to Depot,
minutes from BSU. Call
367-1503
4BD12BA house in Columbia Village. All appliances, fnc' d yard, pets
neg. $895 867-0274
Be the 1st to live at Mallard Court. Studios, I, 2
bdrms, lofts. Include WD,
coveredpkng, clean burning natural gas furnaces &
hot water heaters. Close to
BSU-starting at $515 Call
386-9318 or 761-9696
Charming 1 bd, Apartment. N. end by Co-Op,
downtown.
$450-475.
Contact Greg at 7130745,

l?!~19,~~~.Z,A
Affordable

Downtown
Living
Newly Built

1&2 Bedrooms

Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
$850, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.
Full size orthopedic set.
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 8667476
Italian leather couch and
loveseat for sale! Brand
new, still in plastic. Retail $2950, sacrifice $895.
Call 888-1464.
Mini fridge/freezer. Looks
and works like new. Great
for your dorm room. $30/
OBO. Call 342-7965
Photogs! Pro Grade Canon A-I 35mm AE camera

BroncoJobs
'it",,'" "'mily''''''''
Looking for
Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities,

$475 or $595
• Elevators
• DlrC'Cllyocf'(J,u!rom

Wine"

• U-/{our fitness mom
• Business Center
• Secured Accc."

F Roommate wanted.
Walk to BSUI $295·315/
mo. includes utilities. Call
219-0301
Huge 3bdrm Duplex,
w/lg backyard, 3min. to
BSU. WD, $300 p/rm or

Free job-referral
service

Private Living Areas & Bath
Shared Common Amenities

Click BroncoJobs

EVERGREENSUITES384·1600

orne QJlllds

at http://
career.bolsestate.edu
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.. EARN UP TO'
't.

Affordable
Furnished Housing
Off-Campus

$2500,
,'IN 2 MONTHS",

We need enthusiastic
individuals with
excellent verbal skills
to work 20-40
hours per week.

Starting at $295/810.

DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING and WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILABLE

Bring In ad & receive $100

off lst month rent
Includes all utilities, cablel
computer lab. Open 7 days
a week

.Paid training

• Casual environment

• Flexible schedule

$7 to $12 per hr

336-8787

Please call for
more information

658·4888

Room for rent in W Boise
$375/mo. incI. util + Dep.
Large 2 story 4BD Home
across from park in quiet
neighborhood. Cable TV/
Internet. 284-8179

Teach English in Taiwan! Single girls/couples
needed, 18k, RT airfare, free rent. darin_
alison@hotmail. com
TEACHERS NEEDED!
Infant to preschool aged
children. Must work mon,
tues, thur 9-12. More hrs
avail if needed. Must be
enthusiastic! Call 3421259

BE A BARTENDER,
No experience necessary, hands on training in
Boise, must be 18 yrs or
older, make $100-150 per'
shift, job placement/get
certified. Call 333-tips
(8477)

1-5 WEEK PROGRAM
$12.50 BASE-APPT
SCHOLARSHIPS POSSIBLE
CUSTOMER SALES-SERVICE
START AFTER FINALS

Now hiring smiling faces
at Blimpie. Fun and clean
environment, flex. schedules. Apply in person at
III Broadway Ave. or call
388-8802
Part-Time Merchandiser
help needed, Flexible
hours. Startingwage $8.50
w/exp. MUST HAVE
CLEAN DMV REPORT
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GATHER
DATA
BEFORE
!"lAKING A
DECISION.
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ACROSS
1 Sufficiently polite
6 Stroke gently
9 Opera songs
14 Empress of
Byzantium
15 Stein filler
16 _ Haute, IN
17 One who
contrives
19 Snivel
20 Not pro
21 Adult male pig
22 Ancient fabulist
23 Poor grades
24 01' Blue Eyes
26
Ababa
28 Painful
29 Infrequent
33 Almond or
cashew
35 Melon coat
37 Heifer
38 Theater troupes
42 Former orphan
44 At this moment
, 45 Devitalizes
47 Big _, CA
48 Spike and
Robert E.
50 Promissory
notes
52 Find a new
tenant for a flat
56 Mayberry
matron
59 Rescue
60 Prison chambers
63 Response times
64 At that time
65 Pontificate
66 Volcanic events
, 68 Cruise ship
69 Behold
70 Be of one mind
71 Estate
documents
72 Morose
73 Lager and ale
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

DOWN
Noisy insect
Pressed
Aired
Carving
August sign
Vernacular
Beatles song,
"_Rigby"

©

2004 Tribune Media Services,
All rights reserved.

8 Lizard
containers
9 Fighting battles
10 Listen to an
appeal
11 Garden bloom
12 Florence's river
13 Ooze
18 Natl. TV
network
25 Looks after
27 Litigates
30 False front
31 Caviar
32 Ram's dam
34 Work at getting
in shape
36 Gloomy
38 L. Michaels'
show
39 End of a sock
40 Stupefied state
41 Impeccable
43 Level of esteem
46 Section in a
section
49 Like some
peanuts

12108104

Inc.

Solutions

51 Made a smooth
transition
53 City near
Rawalpindi
54 More level
55 Past, present
and future

57
58
'60
61
62

Operators
Psychic's gift
Chilly
Toledo's lake
Highway
subdivision
67 Hunter of films

I

By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
Today's Birthday (Dec. 6).
You're already popular. This
year, you become a star. Be
careful with your money,
though. There's not as much
as you can spend, if you don't
control yourself.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8 - Don't get so
confused by the options that
you can't make a decision.
You can narrow the list by
scratching off things that don't
honestly fit in your budget.

'Aries (March 21.AprilI9)
Today is a 9 - Somebody's
trying to tell you something
you'd just as soon not hear.
Even constructive criticism can
be a pain. Be polite.

Vlrgo(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 6 - Is money burning
a hole in your pocket? Well, if
you've planned ahead, and you
probably have, you can probably
afford to get most of what you
want. You're a good manager.

Taurus (April20-May 20)
Today is a 5 - Your creativity is
well known, and you're getting
even better. The money you're
saving leaves more in the bank for
other things too, and that's good.

Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is an 8 - You're looking
good, and overflowing with
confidence. Don't let your good
mood block out the things that
you've been scheduled to learn.
Keep listening.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
.Today is a 6 - Discuss your
hopes and even your fears with
a person in a high position. Your
dedication and work can make
just about anything possible.
First, believe it could happen.
Aquarius (Jan. 20·Feb. 18)
Today is an 8 - Once you get
the workload into a steady
routine, you'll be able to
branch out, and that's good.
Don't get distracted though,
and goof up. Multi-tasking is a
skill that takes a lot of practice.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 6 - Shopping is one
of your very favorite things
to do, and you know, you're
really very good at it, except
for the money part. You get
things that people like.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 6 - Your greatest
enemy today could be your
very own fears. Calm them, as
you listen to one who can help
you put them to rest.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an 8 - You have so
many friends, it's hard to be
with them all for more than a
few minutes at a time. Batch
them together, if you can. That'll
make socializing much easier.

(c) 2004, TRIBUNE MEDIA
SERVICES INC.
Distributed by Knight RidderTribune Information Services.
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I HOPE YOU DIDN'T
DRIVE YOUR CAR.
YOU'RE NOT SUPPOSED
TO DO THAT WHEN
YOU'RE BLIND.
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I'M UPSETIING
YOU.
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LET ME EXPLAIN
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WOULD YOU STOP
IF I POINTED OUT
THAT EVERYONE IN
j
THIS ROOM EXCEPT
II
YOU IS AN ELECTRICAL
KENGINEER?
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WHAT VIDEO
COMPRESSION
IS
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ZEROS ARE ROUND AND
FAT COMPARED TO
ONES
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,I'M
BEGGING
YOU -.
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Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 7 - Home may be
where your heart is, but your
problem now is that there's
way too much other stuff, too.
Better get organized.

----------,~
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Gemini (May 21-Junc 21)
Today is an 8 - You've been
busy enough lately to be ready
for relaxation. You've earned
it, true, but don't spend more
than you can afford. Guilt
interferes with serenity.

LET DOGBER T GUIDE
YOU FOR A FEW DAYS.
AND HERE'S A PRESCRIPTION
TO !"lAKE
YOU DOPEY.

IT'S TEMPORARY BLINDNESS CAUSED bY YOUR
BOSS'S FLASHES OF THE
OBVIOUS.

Crossword

Flex around classes
or over winter break'

OBVIOUS!

YOUR BLINDING
FLASHES OF THE
OBVIOUS !"lADE ME
SIGHTLESS FOR
THREE DAYS.
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FUN WORK

Moms! You can work
from home! No selling,
No inventory, No home
parties, NO RISK. http://
time4u.internetmoms.net

THANK YOU FOR THAT
VALUABLE ADVICE. I
HAD PLANNED TO STARE
AT MY SCREEN UNTIL I
STARVED TO DEATH.

TRY WORKING
AROUND THE
PROBLEM.

or

Internships?

.~"., ...>,',y -,

Brand New Entertainment
Center. Fits 32" tv. Two
couches must sell also!
Contact 866-3070.

• ·0 .• "

Rrblter clesslfled edvertlsements are free to
students. Classified ads may be place thraa ways:
email: classlfleds.arblteronhne.com
phone: 3'15-B20'l )l 100
or stop by the office at 1605Unrverslty Orlva
[across from the SUB).

AND INSURED RELIABLE CAR. Treasure
Valley Beverages. Call
343·1782

$750 p/mos. All uti!. pd.
Call 484-2156

CHECK OUT THE

'89 White Corsica. Runs
great! A uto windows/
lock. CD player. Red interior. $550. Contact Tessa
at 830-6163.

~

2DOl.f

w/Canon Power Winder
A. Canon FD 28mm
fl:2.8, 50mm fl:1.8 and

'01 OIds Alero GLS red
coupe, 51k mi., leather,
cd/cassete, V6, PW, PL.
auto tran., $9800 OBO.
208-331-0808.
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Bob's failure to leave the nest d!~n'HI~stUrb ,
his mother nearly as much as hlsincsSsant "
cfying between feecjings,

